PERIPHERAL NERVE BLOCKS FOR PERIOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS HAVING ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY OR TRAUMA OF THE LOWER EXTREMITY
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ABSTRACT

Over the past decade several developments have lead to an increased interest in lower extremity PNBs including transient neurologic symptoms associated with spinal anesthesia, increased risk of epidural hematoma with the introduction of new antithromboembolic prophylaxis regimens, and evidence of improved rehabilitation outcome with continuous lower extremity PNBs. Simultaneously, the field of lower extremity blockade has been revolutionized through our better understanding of functional regional anesthesia anatomy, introduction of new drugs, better and more sophisticated equipment and wider teaching of lower extremity nerve block techniques. This review focuses on techniques and applications of lower extremity nerve blocks in patients having orthopedic surgery or trauma of the lower extremity, as well as potential complications and means to avoid them.
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LOWER EXTREMITY NERVE BLOCK TECHNIQUES

PSOAS COMPARTMENT BLOCK (LUMBAR PLEXUS BLOCK)
The psoas compartment block (PCB) is a deep block of the lumbar plexus approached posteriorly, and can be performed either as a single injection or as a continuous technique with catheter placement for prolonged analgesia. The PCB block provides anesthesia for thigh surgery and hip fracture repair in combination with a parasacral nerve block. The PCB is successfully used for analgesia following total hip arthroplasty (THA)\(^4\), total knee arthroplasty (TKA)\(^5\) and in the treatment of chronic hip pain.\(^6\) At the level of L\(^4\)-L\(^5\) the following anatomic structures would be encountered from posterior to anterior; posterior lumbar fascia, paraspinous muscles, anterior lumbar fascia, quadratus lumborum, and the psoas muscle. The common iliac artery and vein lie anterior to the psoas muscle, which is located inside a fascial sheath, the psoas compartment. The most consistent approach to block the entire lumbar plexus with a single injection is via the posterior approach, since the lumbar plexus travels through the body of the psoas muscle. The PCB provides consistent anesthesia in the distributions of the femoral, lateral cutaneous nerve of the thigh, and the obturator nerves. Several descriptions of the needle entry site for the PCB have been described.\(^7-10\) (Figure 1). was significant (p<0.05). There was no statistically significant difference in the expression of HER-2 protein in cases with and without signs of vascular invasion. In cases with no metastases in axillary lymph nodes, expression of the HER-2 protein was significantly (p<0.05) higher in comparison to cases with no metastases. Most descriptions rely on bony contact with the transverse process as a guide to depth of needle placement. The distance from the skin to the lumbar plexus ranges from 6.1-10.1 cm in men and 5.7-9.3 cm in women and this distance correlates with gender and body mass index (BMI). The distance from the transverse process to the lumbar plexus is typically less than 2 cm, and this is independent of BMI or gender. Contact with the transverse process provides a consistent landmark to avoid excessive needle penetration during PCB.\(^11\) The depth of needle insertion is emphasized because of the complications associated with deep needle penetration including renal hematoma, pneumocele, total spinal anesthesia, and unintended intraabdominal and intervertebral disk catheter placement.\(^11\) Epidural spread of local anesthetic is a common side effect of PCB occurring in 9 – 16% of adult patients.\(^12-13\) In children, Dalens reported a greater than 90% incidence of epidural spread when using the original landmarks of Chayen compared to no epidural spread when using the landmarks as modified by Winnie.\(^14\) The epidural spread is attributed to diffusion of the local anesthetic into the epidural space when large volumes of local anesthetic (greater than 20 mL) are used. In most cases of epidural spread, residual lumbar plexus blockade is apparent after resolution of the contralateral block. However, there are case reports of total spinal anesthesia occurring during PCB and vigilance must be maintained during the management of this block.\(^15-16\)

CONTINUOUS PSOAS COMPARTMENT BLOCKS
Continuous PCB techniques have been described to provide analgesia following a variety of operations including THA, TKA, open reduction and internal fixation (ORIF) of acetabular fractures, ORIF of femur fractures and anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction.\(^17-20\) Interest in this block developed as practitioners sought alternatives to central neuraxial techniques that could provide consistent analgesia following hip, femur and knee surgery. One advantage of PCB over other continuous approaches to the lumbar plexus is the decreased likelihood of catheter dislodgement because of the large muscle mass that must be traversed to reach the lumbar plexus. Continuous infusion of local anesthetic should be started after an initial bolus is given through the catheter. Care must be taken to watch for local anesthetic toxicity, intravascular injection, and the unilateral sympathetic blockade that accompanies a PCB.

FEMORAL NERVE BLOCK
Indications for single injection femoral nerve block (FNB) include anesthesia for knee arthroscopy in com-
bination with intraarticular local anesthesia and analgesia for femoral shaft fractures, ACL reconstruction, and TKA in multimodal regimens. The femoral nerve divides into the posterior and anterior divisions shortly after it emerges from under the inguinal ligament and undergoes extensive arborization. Commonly the anterior branch of the femoral nerve, which innervates the sartorius muscle, will be identified first. Vloka and Hadžić reported this to be a common first motor response. Stimulation of this branch leads to contraction of the sartorius muscle on the medial aspect of the thigh and should not be accepted, as the articular and muscular branches arise from the posterior part of the femoral nerve. The needle should be redirected slightly laterally and deeper to encounter the posterior branch of the femoral nerve. Stimulation of this branch is identified by patellar ascension as the quadriceps contract (Figure 2).

A 3-IN-1 BLOCK
During FNB, it has been advocated to use a higher volume of local anesthetic and apply firm pressure just distal to the needle during and a few minutes after injection to block the femoral, lateral femoral cutaneous, and obturator nerves, the so named 3-in-1 block. However, despite many efforts to consistently produce a 3-in-1 block, the efficiency of these maneuvers has not been demonstrated. In most reports, the femoral nerve is the only nerve consistently blocked with this approach. Occasional blockade of the lateral femoral cutaneous (LFC) nerve occurs through lateral diffusion of local anesthetic and not through proximal spread to the lumbar plexus. The obturator nerve is less frequently anesthetized during 3-in-1 block than the LFC nerve, which is not surprising given the number of fascial barriers between these structures at the level of the inguinal ligament.

CONTINUOUS FEMORAL NERVE BLOCK
Continuous FNB has been shown to improve surgical outcome following major knee and vascular surgery of the lower extremity compared to intravenous narcotic therapy or continuous intraarticular infusions of analgesics. Two prospective randomized studies examined three different modes of analgesia, continuous FNB, epidural analgesia, and intravenous narcotic therapy following TKA. These studies demonstrated improvement in perioperative rehabilitation scores and a decreased duration of stay in a rehabilitation center for patients receiving the regional anesthesia techniques. Continuous FNB was shown to have equivalent analgesia with fewer side effects than epidural analgesia in both of these studies. However, not all investigators have been able to demonstrate these improvements in outcome with continuous FNBs. Lang found no difference between patients receiving a single injection FNB and patients receiving a continuous FNB after TKA. The accuracy of catheter placement may play a role in these conflicting findings. In a prospective study, Capdevila showed that continuous FNB using a standard approach led to unpredictable catheter placement. In the Capdevila study, a vastus intermedius muscle response was elicited at 0.5 mA, the sheath was distended with 5 mL of saline, a catheter was inserted 16-20 cm, then a bolus of local anesthetic was given through the catheter. Most of the catheters tended to course medially in the direction of the psoas muscle or laterally in the direction of the iliacus muscle. The accuracy of final catheter placement correlated well with the quality of analgesia following proximal lower limb surgery, although VAS values were generally low in all groups.

LATERAL FEMORAL CUTANEOUS NERVE BLOCK
The LFC nerve of the thigh is a sensory nerve that supplies the cutaneous sensation to a large but variable area from the inguinal ligament to the knee on the lateral aspect of the thigh. LFC nerve block is most commonly used as the sole anesthetic during diagnostic muscle...
biopsy and harvesting of split thickness skin grafts. It has also been used to provide analgesia in elderly patients undergoing hip fracture repair. However, in a study comparing LFC nerve block, FNB, and patients receiving no block following femoral neck repair, LFC nerve block was not as effective as controlling postoperative pain as FNB. Typically this block is done as a blind, “fan” technique with a variable success rate. This may be due to variability in the innervation of the nerve or imprecise localization of the nerve. Shannon compared the traditional fan technique for LFC nerve block to the use of a nerve stimulator technique seeking tingling in the distribution of the nerve. A 40% success rate with the “fanning” technique was reported compared to 100% with the nerve stimulating technique. There was no difference in the extent of the blockade in successful blocks. FNB has been reported following LFC block, which is not surprising given the fact that most FNB literature reports that FNB results in anesthetic spread to the LFC nerve.

SAPHENOUS NERVE BLOCK

The saphenous nerve follows the saphenous vein to the medial malleolus and supplies the cutaneous area of the medial aspect of the calf and foot to the level of the midfoot. The saphenous nerve block is often combined with a sciatic block to provide anesthesia and analgesia for surgery involving the medial aspect of the lower leg and foot. The saphenous nerve is a sensory nerve and does not contribute to the bony innervation of the foot. Approaches to the saphenous nerve along its entire course, from the adductor canal to the ankle, have been described. Success rates vary widely between techniques. For example, successful block is reported in 33-65% of cases with a field infiltration performed medially at the level of the tibial plateau, 70-80% of cases with the transartorial approach, and nearly 100% of cases with the paravenous approach. The saphenous nerve has been reported to be selectively blocked, sparing the quadriceps musculature, in the adductor canal. However, this finding has not been confirmed in a large series of patients receiving this approach for a saphenous nerve block.

Psoas Compartment Block Versus Femoral Nerve Block

Parkinson compared the extent of blockade following FNB and the posterior approach to the lumbar plexus. They compared the extent of blockade of the lumbar plexus with four different methods: posterior approach at L3 (posterior approach of Dekrey) and L4-5 (Chayen’s approach) with a nerve stimulator using noninsulated needles, and anterior FNB (approach of Winnie) with a paresthesia technique and nerve stimulation technique. The FNB had a 100% success rate, while the LFC nerve block success rate was 85-95%. The obturator nerve, as assessed by thigh adduction, was blocked 100% of the time with the posterior approaches and never with the anterior approaches. Limitations of this report include lack of details regarding the type of nerve stimulation, the small sample size, and exclusion of patients in whom FNB failed to develop. A more recent comparison has been made between PCB and FNB. In this study, patients receiving a PCB developed a sensory block of the femoral, LFC, and obturator nerves in 100, 97, and 77% of patients versus 93, 63, and 47% of the patients receiving a FNB.

Continuous psoas compartment blocks versus epidural analgesia

Advantages of continuous PCB compared to epidural block include unilateral analgesia and motor block, lack of impairment of bladder function, and improved risk/benefit ratio in patients receiving anticoagulation medications following surgery. These advantages must be weighed against the disadvantages of incomplete blockade for anesthesia, and the need for supplementation in a balanced analgesic regimen for effective analgesia. Türker recently compared continuous PCB with epidural block for analgesia following THA under combined general/regional technique and demonstrated that continuous PCB provided excellent intra- and postoperative analgesia with a low incidence of complications. Epidural block took longer to perform and had a significantly higher incidence of hypotension, while the analgesia and patient satisfaction provided by the two blocks were similar. Epidural block also provided more motor blockade, longer time to ambulation, and significantly more complications.

Continuous psoas compartment blocks versus continuous femoral blocks

Following TKA, continuous FNB and continuous PCB reduce narcotic consumption and pain scores compared to intravenous morphine usage alone. However, no differences in outcome were observed between the two peripheral nerve block groups despite a more consistent presence of obturator nerve block in the psoas compartment group. Both the continuous FNB and continuous PCB can be effective for pain control after a TKA and the choice of which continuous nerve block to choose should be based on patient profile and
preference, comfort of the anesthesiologist in placing the block and catheter, and preference of the surgeon.

PARASACRAL BLOCK
The parasacral nerve block (PSNB) described by Mansour in 1993 has been described as more than an isolated sciatic nerve block. It has been used to provide analgesia following major foot and ankle reconstruction. PSNB will consistently block both components of the sciatic nerve and the posterior cutaneous nerve of the thigh. Spread of local anesthetic may also anesthetize other branches of the sacral plexus including the superior and inferior gluteal, and pudendal nerves. The pelvic splanchnic nerves, the terminal portion of the sympathetic trunk, the inferior hypogastric plexus, and the obturator nerve all lie in close proximity to the elements of the sacral plexus and may all be anesthetized with this approach. For procedures around the knee this may be advantageous over more distal approaches to the sciatic nerve. For procedures below the knee, the adductor weakness from the obturator and superior gluteal nerve block may actually be disadvantageous for mobilization of the patient following blockade. The sympathetic nerve supply to the bladder is in close proximity to the sacral plexus, but problems with voiding and the need for bladder catheterization after PSNB have not been reported.

CONTINUOUS PARASACRAL BLOCKS
Continuous PSNBs have been used in combination with PCBs to provide lower extremity anesthesia for TKA, above the knee amputation, ACL repair and a variety of other lower extremity procedures. Gaertner reported successful catheter placement, as confirmed by radiographic contrast dye, in 86 out of 87 consecutive patients undergoing lower extremity surgery. All patients developed analgesia in the distribution of the tibial, peroneal and cutaneous nerve of thigh.

SCIATIC NERVE BLOCK: AT THE LEVEL OF THE GLUTEUS MAXIMUS
The sciatic nerve, the largest nerve derived from the sacral plexus, innervates the posterior thigh and almost the entire leg below the knee. The most common indications for sciatic nerve block (SNB) are anesthesia and analgesia for foot and ankle surgery. Gaston Labat first described the approach to the SNB, now referred to as the Classic Approach of Labat, at the beginning of the 20th century. This approach is based on the bony relationship of the posterior superior iliac spine (PSIS) and the greater trochanter with the patient positioned in a modified Sims position (Figure 3). Winnie was the first to modify the original description by adding another landmark, the sacral hiatus, to more precisely account for varying body habitus. More recently, Franco described a simplified approach to the SNB in the prone position. The needle entry site is perpendicular to the floor 10-cm lateral from the middle point between the greater trochanter of the femur and the ischial tuberosity. Raj described a supine approach to the sciatic nerve in the flexed hip position initiating the block at the midpoint between the greater trochanter of the femur and the ischial tuberosity. The positioning of the patient was thought to be advantageous compared to the classic approach of Labat by "thinning the gluteus maximus muscles, making the sciatic nerve more superficial". However identifying these bony landmarks in very obese patients is sometimes difficult and maintaining this position requires additional personnel to assist the patient. A lateral subgluteal approach to the sciatic nerve using the greater trochanter of the femur as a landmark was first described by Ichniyanagi in 1959. Other investi-
Illustrators have described a high success rate using this high lateral approach with a slightly more caudal entry point.\textsuperscript{67} When using this approach, the success rate of the blockade of the posterior cutaneous nerve of the thigh was 83\%. Although theoretically this nerve should reliably be blocked in most proximal approaches to the sciatic nerve, the success rate of blockade of the posterior cutaneous nerve of the thigh is not usually reported. The anterior approach to the sciatic nerve has the appeal of supine positioning and one skin prep when performing a combined femoral and sciatic nerve block. However, its clinical utility has been limited by its complexity, patient discomfort, and low success rate.\textsuperscript{68-70} Numerous variations of the original Beck's technique description have been described.\textsuperscript{66-69} In separate studies, Vloka and Hadžić, and Moore described the importance of internal rotation of the leg if the path to the sciatic nerve is obstructed by the lesser trochanter.\textsuperscript{71,72} An MRI study of the anatomy of this area found that in 65\% of patients the sciatic nerve is inaccessible from the anterior approach at the level of the lesser trochanter.\textsuperscript{73} These authors suggested needle placement 4 centimeters lower, where obstruction to the sciatic nerve occurred in only 5\% of the patients. Dalens compared the success rate of the posterior, lateral and anterior approaches to the sciatic nerve in children.\textsuperscript{74} Although a success rate of 90\% with all approaches was reported, fewer manipulations were required to perform either a lateral or posterior approach compared to the anterior approach. Recently, a medial approach to the sciatic nerve at the level of the lesser trochanter was reported in series of 10 children.\textsuperscript{75} Advantages of this approach are the lack of obstruction from the femur and no muscle mass to transverse. The authors reported a 70\% rate of blockade of the posterior cutaneous nerve of the thigh with this medial approach. di Bendetto recently described results from 135 consecutive patients using a posterior subgluteal approach to the sciatic nerve.\textsuperscript{68} The time to perform the block was 41 ± 25 s (mean ± SD), with an average of 2 needle redirections. The degree of discomfort reported was very low and only 16 patients (12\%) reported severe pain during placement of the block. In contrast to this, Fanelli reported patient discomfort in 88\% of patients receiving a classic Labat approach to the sciatic nerve.\textsuperscript{69}

**SCIATIC NERVE BLOCK AT THE LEVEL OF THE POPLITEAL FOSSA**

Popliteal block is typically used for foot and ankle surgery.\textsuperscript{76-78} This technique offers advantages over spinal anesthesia in patients having short saphenous vein stripping.\textsuperscript{79} The block has also been successfully utilized in the pediatric population.\textsuperscript{80} As opposed to an ankle block, popliteal block anesthetizes the musculature of the lower leg which likely improves tolerance for a calf tourniquet and provides an immobile foot for surgery. Performance of popliteal fossa block in patients with previous TKA or vascular bypass (femoral-popliteal) should be done with care even though there are no reported cases of joint infections or graft disruption relating to needle placement in these patients. The components of the sciatic nerve may be blocked at the level of the popliteal fossa via a posterior or lateral approach. Access to the sciatic nerve may also occur with the patient in the lithotomy position.\textsuperscript{81} Continuous techniques have been described using both the posterior\textsuperscript{82-84} and lateral\textsuperscript{85} approaches. The posterior approach to the popliteal fossa is accomplished with a patient in the prone position.\textsuperscript{86} In order to block the sciatic nerve before it divides, injection of local anesthetic is given 7-10 cm above the popliteal crease (Figure 4).\textsuperscript{87-89} With a single injection technique, inversion may be the best predictor of complete neural block of the foot.\textsuperscript{90} A lateral approach to blockade of the sciatic nerve in the popliteal fossa has recently been described.\textsuperscript{91-95} Success rate with all approaches to the popliteal sciatic nerve block is typically 90-95\%, with approximately 5\% of patients requiring supplemental general anesthesia. It is believed that incomplete block is the result of poor diffusion (due to the size of the sciatic nerve), separate fascial coverings of the tibial and peroneal nerves, or blockade of only a single component of the sciatic nerve. This has lead some practitioners to endorse the practice of dual stimulation to improve success rate.\textsuperscript{96}
CONTINUOUS SCIATIC NERVE BLOCKS

Continuous PNBs can theoretically be achieved at any place along the course of the sciatic nerve. Continuous SNBs have been used for analgesia following major foot and ankle reconstruction, ankle fracture fixation, and below the knee amputation. Studies have been published on the use of continuous popliteal blocks for analgesia after extensive foot and ankle surgery. Continuous SNBs have been used for analgesia with few side effects. Compared to intravenous analgesia or placebo infusion, a continuous infusion of local anesthetic via a popliteal catheter reduces pain scores, opioid consumption, and sleep disturbances. Successful catheter placement has been reported with both the lateral and posterior approach. The only consistent problem reported with popliteal catheters is a high incidence, 15-25%, of kinking or dislodgement. di Benedetto compared the subgluteal approach to the posterior popliteal approach for continuous infusions in a prospective study. In the 24-hour observation period following surgery 13.3% of the catheters in the popliteal group were either occluded or dislodged compared to 6.6% of the catheters in the subgluteal group. This difference did not reach statistical difference.

ANKLE AND FOOT BLOCK

The main indication for blockade of the lumbosacral plexus distally, at the ankle and midtarsal levels, is anesthesia for surgery to the foot. A diagnostic ankle block for sympathetically mediated ankle pain has also been described. The peripheral nerves blocked at the ankle are the terminal branches of both the sciatic (posterior tibial, superficial peroneal, deep peroneal, sural) and femoral (saphenous) nerves. The five peripheral nerves that supply the foot are relatively easy to block at the ankle. There are no important variants in the innervation of the distal musculature. However, there is considerable variation in the branching and distribution of the sensory nerves of the foot. For this reason, blockade of all five nerves has been advocated. Neural blockade of the posterior tibial nerve has been described at the supramalleolar, midmalleolar, subcalkaneal, and midtarsal levels with no evidence of superiority of one technique. The three superficial nerves are consistently blocked with simple field infiltration. Few studies evaluating perioperative outcomes with ankle block exist although the technique has been in clinical practice for decades. Rather, most publications describe variations to improve success rate. Peak blood levels of local anesthetic occur around 90 minutes after blockade and are very low even after bilateral ankle block.

PHARMACOLOGIC CONSIDERATIONS

Complete unilateral lower extremity blockade involves multiple nerve blocks and a large volume of local anesthetics. Attention must be given to total local anesthetic dose; the concentration should be adjusted to accommodate the volume required for initial blockade as well as the ongoing local anesthetic administered as part of a continuous postoperative infusion. The concentration must also take into account the degree of sensory and/or motor block desired. Residual blockade may impede the ability of the patient to ambulate or actively participate in physical therapy. Thus, it is critical for the anesthesiologist to be aware of the postoperative rehabilitation program. Finally, the efficacy of adjuvants such as clonidine, opioids and ketorolac in improving the quality or duration of block has not been consistently demonstrated. Relatively few randomized studies have compared local anesthetics for lower extremity block. Casati evaluated the onset and duration of combined femoral-sciatic block performed with 0.5%, 0.75%, or 1% ropivacaine versus 2% mepivacaine.00,075% and 1% ropivacaine had an onset similar to that of mepivacaine, but with a duration of analgesia longer than mepivacaine. These results are similar to those involving upper extremity blocks, which suggest that 0.75% ropivacaine and 0.5% bupivacaine produce similar block quality and duration. In a single comparative study of SNB, levobupivacaine has block characteristics similar to ropivacaine. Although 0.5% ropivacaine took a longer time to onset than 2% mepivacaine, the duration of analgesia with 0.5% ropivacaine was much longer (mean of 12 hours versus 5 hours).

EPINEPHRINE

Epinephrine prolongs the duration and quality of most local anesthetics used for lower extremity peripheral nerve blocks. The effects are the result of vasocostriction of the perineural vessels, which decreases uptake and increases the neural exposure time to the local anesthetic. The difference in effect is only somewhat dose-dependent. For example, the addition of epinephrine 5μg/mL (1:200,000 dilution) significantly increases the duration of lidocaine from 186 minutes to 264 minutes. Epinephrine 2.5μg/mL (1:400,000 dilution) prolongs the block to nearly the same extent (240 minutes) without any effect on nerve blood flow.101,102 The addition of epinephrine to local anesthetics with vasoconstrictive properties, such as ropivacaine, may not significantly increase block duration, but may facilitate detection of intravascular injection.103 The decision to add epineph-
Auroy prospectively evaluated serious complications. These results were substantiated in a study by Candia.

The addition of bicarbonate has been recommended to lower extremity PNBs. Using a 95% confidence interval, the potential for systemic local anesthetic toxicity would seem to be very high for lower extremity PNBs. Relatively large doses of local anesthetic are employed for combined femoral and sciatic nerve blocks to anesthetize the entire lower extremity, but there are only a few case reports of local anesthetic toxicity associated with lower extremity PNBs. For instance, Fanelli reported a series of 2175 patients undergoing femoral sciatic combined blocks in which there were no systemic adverse local anesthetic reactions reported. Differences in anatomy, primarily in the vasculature and presence of deep muscle beds in the area blocked, are the most likely explanation for this discrepancy. Interestingly, severe toxic reactions typically occur during or immediately after the injection. This suggests that the mechanism of these events is most commonly an unintentional intravascular injection of local anesthetic into the circulation, rather than absorption. A forceful, rapid injection of local anesthetic carries a much higher risk of local anesthetic toxicity than a slow, gentle injection. This is because the mean dose of local anesthetic that elicits the signs of CNS toxicity is much less during rapid intravascular injection as compared to that associated with slower absorption after appropriate deposition of the local anesthetic. After a lower extremity PNB, local anesthetic levels peak at approximately 60 minutes following injection. Perhaps this slow time-to-peak level in the bloodstream offers an explanation for the low incidence of toxic complications associated with absorption of local anesthetics after PNB. Important measures to decrease the risk of severe toxicity include the use of epinephrine as an intravascular marker, slow and methodical injection while avoiding high-injection pressures, frequent aspiration and constant assessment of the patient and vital signs, and prudent selection of local anesthetic concentration and volume.

**LOCAL ANESTHETIC SYSTEMIC TOXICITY**

The potential for systemic local anesthetic toxicity would seem to be very high for lower extremity PNBs. Relatively large doses of local anesthetic are employed for combined femoral and sciatic nerve blocks to anesthetize the entire lower extremity, but there are only a few case reports of local anesthetic toxicity associated with lower extremity PNBs. For instance, Fanelli reported a series of 2175 patients undergoing femoral sciatic combined blocks in which there were no systemic adverse local anesthetic reactions reported. Differences in anatomy, primarily in the vasculature and presence of deep muscle beds in the area blocked, are the most likely explanation for this discrepancy. Interestingly, severe toxic reactions typically occur during or immediately after the injection. This suggests that the mechanism of these events is most commonly an unintentional intravascular injection of local anesthetic into the circulation, rather than absorption. A forceful, rapid injection of local anesthetic carries a much higher risk of local anesthetic toxicity than a slow, gentle injection. This is because the mean dose of local anesthetic that elicits the signs of CNS toxicity is much less during rapid intravascular injection as compared to that associated with slower absorption after appropriate deposition of the local anesthetic. After a lower extremity PNB, local anesthetic levels peak at approximately 60 minutes following injection. Perhaps this slow time-to-peak level in the bloodstream offers an explanation for the low incidence of toxic complications associated with absorption of local anesthetics after PNB. Important measures to decrease the risk of severe toxicity include the use of epinephrine as an intravascular marker, slow and methodical injection while avoiding high-injection pressures, frequent aspiration and constant assessment of the patient and vital signs, and prudent selection of local anesthetic concentration and volume.

**PROXIMAL SPREAD (NEURAXIAL BLOCK)**

Another potential needle misadventure is intravascular spread of the local anesthetic proximally toward the spinal cord, resulting in central neuraxial blockade. This is of particular concern with block techniques that involve needle placement at the level of the nerve roots or spinal nerves, such as paravertebral and PCBs. Forceful, fast injections under high pressures.
into dural cuffs or perineurium can result in unintentional spinal or epidural anesthesia (15,118,119). In a large series of severe complications associated with regional anesthesia, Auroy found that the posterior approach to the lumbar plexus has the highest incidence of complications of the lower extremity PNBs (120). Of the 394 posterior lumbar plexus blocks reported, there were 5 serious complications reported. Three of these complications, 1 cardiac arrest and 2 respiratory arrests, were directly attributed to cephalad diffusion of the local anesthetic to the epidural or intrathecal space. Managing this block with the same degree of vigilance as for a neuraxial block is essential to detect and treat these complications early if they should occur.

HEMORRHAGIC COMPLICATIONS

Several approaches for PNBs of the lower extremity involve deep needle insertion, including the PCB, the obturator nerve block, and the parascalar and classical approaches to the sciatic nerve. Despite the proximity to vascular and hollow viscous structures of these deep nerves, there are relatively few reports of needle misadventures in published reports. Retroperitoneal hematoma formation following PCB has been reported(9). In order to reach the lumbar plexus, the needle must transverse multiple muscle and other tissue layers. The combination of deep location and inability to apply direct pressure after an inadvertent puncture of deep blood vessels makes this block less suitable in the setting of anticoagulation as compared to other, more superficial lower extremity PNBs.

INFECTIOUS COMPLICATIONS

There are no case reports of infection following single-injection, lower extremity PNBs. However, Cuvillon reported incidences of bacterial complications associated with the use of continuous FNBs(123). In a cohort of 208 patients, 57% had positive bacterial colonization of the catheter at 48 hours postoperatively. Three patients had transitory symptoms of bacteremia that resolved after removal of the catheter. There were no long-term sequelae related to these positive catheter cultures. Two case reports of psoas abscess requiring drainage and intravenous antibiotic therapy has been reported in patients who received a continuous FNB. This stresses the importance of keeping a sterile field when performing a continuous catheter placement.

NEUROLOGIC COMPLICATIONS

Neurologic injury is an infrequent but often-feared complication of PNBs and may be present in 0.4% to 18% of all nerve block procedures.59,104,126 Most reports of neurologic complications after PNBs are related to upper extremity nerve blocks, a fact that more likely reflects the higher use of upper extremity blocks rather than an unique sensitivity to nerve injury in the upper extremity. The symptoms of nerve injury after PNB usually manifest shortly after block resolution. The perception and presentation of symptoms are typically influenced by the origin of the nerve lesion and other confounding factors, such as postoperative pain, immobility, effects of surgery, operative position, and the application of casts, dressings, and bandages. Intensity and duration of symptoms also vary with the severity of the injury, from light, intermittent tingling and numbness lasting a few weeks, to persistent and painful paresthesias, neuropathic pain, and sensory and/or motor deficits that can last for several months or years.122-125 Some nerve injuries result in a permanent neurologic deficit or evolve into severe reflex sympathetic dystrophies.126 Unfortunately, current understanding of the factors that lead to neurologic complications after PNBs is limited. This is partly the result of our inability to conduct meaningful retrospective studies owing to a lack of standard and objective documentation procedures for PNBs. In the absence of objective data, published discussions of the factors that lead to nerve injury, as well as medico-legal reviews, are often speculative at best. Intraneural injection is a well-known mechanism of neurologic injury associated with PNBs.125-128 However, in current clinical practice, there is no consensus on the techniques or methods that can reduce the risk of intraneural injection. Much of the debate has focused on methods of nerve localization (i.e., paresthesia versus nerve stimulation). However, there is still no evidence that one method is safer than the other, and neurologic injury can occur even with experienced practitioners using either technique.129 Recent reports have also suggested that nerve-stimulator assisted nerve localization may not eliminate the risk of intraneural needle placement. These reports document that paresthesia (presumably caused by needle-nerve contact or intraneural placement of the needle) may be present without a motor response to nerve stimulation even with current intensity as high as 1.5 mA.130-133 In addition, there are currently no manufacturing standards for nerve stimulators, and older models may be inaccurate.134 Use of short-bevel needles and a nerve stimulator is generally believed to result in a lower risk of nerve trauma.122 Still, the advantages of short-bevel over sharper, long-bevel needles remain controversial.122 Educational material in regional anesthesia suggests...
that lancinating pain and high injection pressure may portend intraneural injection of local anesthetic, thus increasing the potential for nerve injury. However, a number of case reports suggest that pain is not a reliable warning sign of impending nerve injury. Because greater force required to perform an injection may be associated with intraneural injection, anesthesiologists often rely on a subjective evaluation of injection pressure during PNB to detect abnormal resistance to injection and prevent intraneural injection. Indeed, an earlier study performed in rabbits suggested that intraneural injections result in higher injection pressures than perineural (“normal”) injections. More recently, studies in large animal models documented that high injection pressures (>20 psi) with intraneural needle placement lead to nerve injury. Unfortunately, clinical perception of an abnormally high resistance and pressure required to inject is impossible to verify because clinicians vary widely in what they perceive as appropriate force and rate of injection during PNB. Since current clinical practice does not allow for meaningful assessment, monitoring, and documentation of the injection technique, objective monitoring of injection pressures may prove beneficial to avoid pressures known to be capable of injuring the nerve fascicles. Neuronal ischemia can occur from a variety of sources including disruption of the neuronal microvasculature, high endoneurial pressures, addition of vasoconstricting agents, and exogenous compression from tourniquets, although a combination of these events is most likely required for development of nerve injury. The perineurium is a tough and resistant tissue layer. An injection into this compartment or into a fascicle can cause a prolonged increase in endoneurial pressure, exceeding the capillary perfusion pressure, which can result in endoneural ischemia. Addition of vasoconstricting agents theoretically can enhance ischemia because of the resultant reduction in blood flow. Addition of epinephrine has been shown in vitro to decrease blood supply to intact nerves, however this has not been shown to be a risk factor for development of post block nerve dysfunction in patients having lower extremity PNBs. An additional source of ischemia may be the application of a tourniquet, particularly over the site of a nerve block. Post-tourniquet palsy (“tourniquet paralysis”) has been reported to occur in 1 in 8,000 operations. However, the paucity of reported severe complications, despite the widespread use of tourniquets, suggests that peripheral nerves are relatively resistant to ischemia of limited duration and magnitude. The potential for neurotoxicity with a local anesthetic is a function of its potency, concentration, and the length of exposure of the neuronal tissue to the agent. Local anesthetics are used in concentrations that, under normal clinical conditions, do not cause irreversible nerve damage. Under normal circumstances, the concentration of local anesthetic at the injection site decreases quickly because of dilution by interstitial fluids and absorption in the blood. For this reason, local anesthetic solutions used in vivo are of a higher concentration than what is needed for nerve block in vitro. Nonetheless, exposure of the endoneurium (as may occur during intraneural injection) to a very high concentration of local anesthetic, particularly when coupled with intraneural pressure and ischemia, may contribute to the increased vulnerability of the nerve to neurologic injury. While neurologic complications of PNBs are uncommon, they can and do occur even in the hands of experienced practitioners and may result in significant patient suffering, distress to the practitioner, and medico-legal consequences. In summary, recent developments in the field of regional anesthesia have led to an increased interest in lower extremity PNBs. These include reports of transient neurologic symptoms associated with spinal anesthesia, increased risk of epidural hematoma with the introduction of new anti-thromboembolic prophylaxis regimens, and evidence of improved rehabilitation outcome with continuous lower extremity PNBs. Research and focus on functional regional anesthesia anatomy have significantly contributed to the ease and success rate of lower extremity nerve blocks. More widespread acceptance of nerve blocks in clinical practice will depend on our ability to complete the transformation of this subspecialty field of anesthesiology to a more objective, standardized and reproducible practice with more clearly defined indications (Table 1) both to improve their clinical utility and to reduce the risk of complications.
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**LOWER EXTREMITY SURGERY**

| Knee arthroscopy | Lumbar plexus block |
| Patella tendon and ACL repair | Femoral nerve block |
| Saphenous vein stripping | Groin, portion of the hip and knee, anterolateral and medial thigh, and medial skin below knee are anesthetized |
| Open reduction internal fixation of patella fracture | Femoral nerve block is an excellent choice for saphenous vein stripping |
| Pain management after hip and knee surgery | For complete anesthesia of the leg, femoral or lumbar plexus blocks must be combined with sciatic block |

| Above and below knee amputations | Sciatic nerve block |
| Any surgery on the tibia and/or fibula | Combined with a lumbar plexus or femoral block results in complete anesthesia of the lower extremity |
| Achilles tendon repair | Can be combined with a saphenous block or “low-volume” femoral block to achieve complete anesthesia of the leg below the knee |
| Foot surgery | Femoral nerve block is not an adequate supplement for above the knee surgery because the obturator nerve and lateral femoral cutaneous nerve of the thigh are not anesthetized and may be important for complete anesthesia; a lumbar plexus block is a better choice |
| Pain management after surgery on the lower extremity | |

| Ankle surgery | Popliteal nerve block |
| Foot | When surgery involves the medial aspect of the lower leg, a saphenous nerve block is needed |
| Achilles tendon repair | Success rate is volume dependent |
| Short saphenous vein stripping | Popliteal block is chosen over ankle block for more proximal, more extensive surgery and surgery requiring the use of tourniquet |
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